I have used the cycles of the Moon as explained below to align with Biblical events in history for high accuracy not just guessing. The first part of the article is the technicalities of what a metonic cycle is and why it's used for dating events.

The first Metonic Cycle would of course start on Day 4 of creation when the Moon was made according to creationism. The reasons ancient people used the moon to determine time is because it was easier than determining time based on the sun. You can just look at the phases that reoccur over and over again.

I have tagged every major Biblical event with a year to the very day if Months and Days are provided in scripture such as the "seventeenth day of the second month" would be Hebrew month Iyyar 17 and so forth.

**Genesis1:14** And God said, "Let there be lights in the vault of the sky to separate the day from the night, and let them serve as signs to mark sacred times, and the days and years.

There are 12 standard years with 12 Moons and 7 leap years with 13 moons

The **12 Standard Years** in the 19 year cycle are years 1,2,4,5,7,9,10,12,13,15,16, and 18 (353,354,355 Day Years)

The **7 Leap Years** in the 19 year cycle are years 3,6,8,11,14,17, and 19 (383,384,385 Day Years)

12 Moons x 12 Years = 144 Moons

13 Moons x 7 Years = 91 Moons

For a total of 235 Moons occurring within the 19 year cycle.

The Hebrew system for keeping time is based on what they call the Molad which basically means birth of the Moon, or the point when the first sliver is visible after the new moon. They also use the term Rosh Chodesh referring to the New Moon.

Each Molad is 29 Days 12 hours 44 minutes and 3 1/3 rd seconds
Tishri 1, Year 1 which is the beginning of the Hebrew Calendar system (they don’t have a year 0) was determined by the Molad which is equivalent to September 6, 3761 BC (Julian) at 11:11:20 PM

All the new months in their calendar are determined hence forth by adding 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes and 3 1/3 rd seconds from this date

Tishri 1 is the first day in their Civil Calendar (Month 7, Nisan being Month 1) which is also Rosh Hashanah “The Feast of Trumpets” which commemorates the creation of the world and marks the beginning of the 10 days of Awe which ends on the most important Jewish holiday called Yom Kippur (The Day of Atonement)

They sound what is called a shofar which is likened to a trumpet but it’s an animal horn. Trumpets in the Book of Revelation would actually be a shofar, not a brass instrument of some kind.

Both Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur make up the two holiest days in the year. Yom Kippur or the Day of Atonement would be the day God decides each persons fates weather they live or die, Jews are to make amends and ask forgiveness of Sins.

Yet another important time is 3:11:20 AM in Jewish time keeping which determines if the new month will be delayed. This is a postponement rule. They have 4 rules that determine when Tishri 1 will take place. It cannot fall on certain days of the week or it would place their holidays on the wrong days of the week conflicting with their sabbaths and so forth.

The common lunar year is composed of 354 days which is 11 days short of the Solar Gregorian Calendar. I noticed that in 2016 this Metonic cycle begins again and the following 19 years of the 19 year cycle have this many days.

Link to Calendar Conversion

Tishri 1, 5777 (353 Days) = October 3, 2016 (Tishri 1, 5777) (Metonic Cycle Restarts)

Tishri 1, 5778 (354 Days) = September 21, 2017

Tishri 1, 5779 (385 Days) = September 10, 2018 (Leap year 3)

Tishri 1, 5780 (355 Days) = September 30, 2019

Tishri 1, 5781 (353 Days) = September 19, 2020

Tishri 1, 5782 (384 Days) = September 7, 2021 (Leap year 6)
Tishri 1, 5783 (355 Days) = September 26, 2022
Tishri 1, 5784 (383 Days) = September 16, 2023 (Leap year 8)
Tishri 1, 5785 (355 Days) = October 3, 2024
Tishri 1, 5786 (354 Days) = September 23, 2025
Tishri 1, 5787 (385 Days) = September 12, 2026 (Leap year 11)
Tishri 1, 5788 (355 Days) = October 2, 2027
Tishri 1, 5789 (354 Days) = September 21, 2028
Tishri 1, 5790 (383 Days) = September 10, 2029 (Leap year 14)
Tishri 1, 5791 (355 Days) = September 28, 2030
Tishri 1, 5792 (354 Days) = September 18, 2031
Tishri 1, 5793 (383 Days) = September 06, 2032 (Leap year 17)
Tishri 1, 5794 (355 Days) = September 24, 2033
Tishri 1, 5795 (385 Days) = September 14, 2034 (Leap year 19)

Add the years: 353 + 354 + 385 + 355 + 384 + 355 + 383 + 355 + 354 + 385 + 355 + 384 + 355 + 383 + 354 + 383 + 354 + 383 + 355 + 385 = 6,940 Days or 1 Metonic Cycle

Metonic Cycles Defined

A Metonic Cycle is a period of 19 Years (6,940 Days) (6,939.56) that keeps time in line using the cycles of the Moon phases. This way you don’t end up having Fall when it should be Spring. This is ancient as it was easier to count moon phases then guess when a new solar year came and went.

Leap years occur within the cycle on years: 3, 6, 8, 11, 14, 17, & 19 (383, 384, 385 Day Years)

A different number of days occur throughout this 19 year period

353: (Called Common Deficient 353 Days) -12 Days Short of Solar Year
354: (Called Common Regular 354 Days) -11 Days Short of Solar Year
355: (Called Common Complete 355 Days) -10 Days Short of Solar Year
383: (Called Embolismic Deficient 383 Days) + 18 Days Longer than Solar Year
384: (Called Embolismic Regular 384 Days) + 19 Days Longer than Solar Year
385: (Called Embolismic Complete 385 Days) + 20 Days Longer than Solar Year

A Typical Solar Year is 365.2442 Days Long

Using the figure of 19 Metonic cycles 319 x 19 = Gives 6,061 years which I have determined fits all Biblical events into History accurately from Adam.
6,940 days (Days in 19 Year Cycle) (6,939.56)
7 out of the 19 years are Embolismic years that have a 13th month called Adar II.

5 months have 30 days = 150 days
5 months have 29 days = 145 days
2 months have 29 or 30 = 58 or 60 days
1 Extra Month Adar II = 29 days
1 Extra day Adar in leap years

Nisan = 30
Iyyar = 29
Sivan = 30
Tammuz = 29
Av = 30
Elul = 29
Tishri = 30
Heshvan = 29 or 30
Kislev = 29 or 30
Teveth = 29
Shevat = 30
Adar = 29 (30 days on 385 day leap year)
Adar II = 29

353 Days = (30 Day Months) x 5 + (29 Day Months) x 7
354 Days = (30 Day Months) x 6 + (29 Day Months) x 6
355 Days = (30 Day Months) x 7 + (29 Day Months) x 5
383 Days = (30 Day Months) x 6 + (29 Day Months) x 7
384 Days = (30 Day Months) x 7 + (29 Day Months) x 6
385 Days = (30 Day Months) x 8 + (29 Day Months) x 5 (Adar has extra day for 30 in leap years)

This process loses accuracy 1 day every 216 years in the Metonic System, therefore it's off by 28.06 days using 6,061 years from my data.

---

**Parts**

1 Month is 29 days, 12 hours, and 793 Parts: Written: 29d 12h 793p
1 Part is 3 & 1/3 rd seconds (3.20)
18.75 Parts per minute 60/3.20 = 18.75
1125 Parts per Hour 18 x 60 (18.75 x 60 = 1125)
4 Postponement Rules

1. If **Tishri 1** (the first day of their civil calendar) lands on Wednesday, Friday, or Sunday it's postponed by a day.

2. If the new moon appears after noon, **Tishri 1** is postponed by a day. If the new day is one of those in Rule 1, **Tishri 1** gets postponed by two days.

3. In a regular 12-month year, if the new moon of Tishri appears more than 20 seconds past 3:11 A.M. on a Tuesday, **Tishri 1** is postponed by two days.

4. In years that follow a leap year (383,384,385 day years), the new moon appearing on a Monday more than 43 seconds past 9:32 A.M., **Tishri 1** is postponed a day.

These rules prevent Tishri 1 (Feast of Trumpets) and other Jewish holidays from falling on certain days of the week. A day is added to the 8th month called **Heshvan** or subtracted from the 9th month called **Kislev**.

---

The 19 year Cycle based on the Embolismic Years (*Leap Months*)

(*Using this pattern we can align a current Metonic Cycle date*)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Pattern of Moons:

(1) 12 Moons (353,354,355 year days)
(2) 12 Moons (353,354,355 year days)
(3) 13 Moons (383,384,385 year days)
(4) 12 Moons (353,354,355 year days)
(5) 12 Moons (353,354,355 year days)
(6) 13 Moons (383,384,385 year days)
(7) 12 Moons (353,354,355 year days)
(8) 13 Moons (383,384,385 year days)
(9) 12 Moons (353,354,355 year days)
(10) 12 Moons (353,354,355 year days)
(11) 13 Moons (383,384,385 year days)
(12) 12 Moons (353,354,355 year days)
(13) 12 Moons (353,354,355 year days)
(14) 13 Moons (383,384,385 year days)
Blue Moons

A traditional Blue Moon occurs when a season has four full moons. These are called a seasonal Blue Moon, occurring as seen in above chart about every 2.5 years.

There are roughly 29.5 days between full moons, making it unusual for two full moons to fit into a 30/31 day-long month. This means February will never have a blue moon as the month is too short. Within Spring, Summer, Fall, and Winter you typically get 3 Full Moons.

Article Link on Blue Moons

29.5 Days x 12 Months = 354 Days (Common Regular) 11 days short of Solar 365.2442
12 Moons x 12 Years = 144 Moons
13 Moons x 7 Leap Years = 91 Moons
Total 235 Moons over 19 year Metonic Cycle

New Days start at Sunset

Unlike the Western World, Jewish days begin at sundown

Genesis 1:5 And God called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And the evening and the morning were the first day.

The first sliver after the New Moon starts the Jewish Month

The beginning of every month would be the first visible sliver after the new moon

The Hebrew Calendar

AM = Anno Mundi (Year of the world)

AM 5779/ 2018 AD

319 Metonic Cycles gives us about 282 years beyond the Hebrew Calendar from Hebrew Year 1 (3760 BC Julian) If you took all the Biblical events as i have and used their system it doesn’t fit.

The current Hebrew allotment of 5780 years (2019) is 304 Metonic Cycles. The events in the Bible are still cramped through time and the Hebrew calendar can’t fit it all.

The average Hebrew calendar year is longer by about 6 minutes and 40 seconds than the current mean tropical year, so that every 216 years the Hebrew calendar will fall a day behind the current mean tropical year; and about every 231 years it will
fall a day behind the mean Gregorian calendar year.

The Pope Removed 10 days from the Calendar in 1582 AD

Changing from Julian to the Gregorian Time System

In 1582, Pope Gregory XIII introduced the Gregorian calendar. Europe didn’t want to change from the Julian calendar, first implemented by Julius Caesar in 46 B.C.

Since the Roman emperor’s system miscalculated the length of the solar year by 11 minutes, the calendar had fallen out of sync with the correct seasons.

Ancient Civilizations

Mesopotamia Civilization
Secular Timeline 5000 BC to 3500 BC

Mesopotamian civilization: (5000-3500 BC) (Noah’s Flood 5-20-2387 BC Wednesday)

Egyptian Kingdom
Secular Timelines 2600 BC to 525 BC

Exodus Evidence Book suggests Dark Periods are too long

Old Kingdom (2613 BC - 2181 BC) (Noah’s Flood 5-20-2387 BC Wednesday)

First Intermediate Period (2181 BC - 2040 BC)

Egypt Middle Kingdom (2040 BC -1782 BC)
Joseph’s Pharaoh was possibly King Amenemhat III 1850 BC

Second Intermediate Period (1782 BC - 1580 BC) (Exodus 4-11-1586 BC Saturday)
New Kingdom (1570 BC - 1069 BC) (2 Inscriptions show Israel enemy of Egypt by 1390-1360 BC - would be 196 to 226 years since the Exodus on 4-11-1586 BC Saturday)

Third Intermediate Period (1069 BC - 525 BC)

---

Bronze Age
Secular Timelines 3300 BC - 1200 BC

_Early Bronze Age (EBA) 3300-2100 BC_

3300-3000 BC EBA I
3000-2700 BC EBA II
2700-2200 BC EBA III (Noah's Flood 5-20-2387 BC Wednesday)
2200-2100 BC EBA IV

_Middle Bronze Age (MBA) or (Intermediate Bronze Age IBA) 2100-1550 BC_

2100-2000 BC MBA I
2000-1750 BC MBA II A
1750-1650 BC MBA II B
1650-1550 BC MBA II C (Exodus 4-11-1586 BC Saturday)

_Late Bronze Age (LBA) 1550-1200 BC_

1550-1400 BC LBA I
1400-1300 BC LBA II A
1300-1200 BC LBA II B (Bronze Age Collapse)

---

Chinese Dynasties
Secular Timelines 2100 BC to 1949 AD

_Xia Dynasty (2100-1600 BC) (Noah's Flood 5-20-2387 BC Wednesday)_

_Shang Dynasty (1600-1050 BC) (Exodus 4-11-1586 BC Saturday)_

_Zhou Dynasty (1046-256 BC)_
Qin Dynasty (221 BC - 206 BC)

Han Dynasty (206 BC - 220 AD)

Six Dynasty Period (220 AD - 589 AD)

Sui Dynasty (581 AD - 618 AD)

Tang Dynasty (618 AD - 906 AD)

Five Dynasty Period (907 AD - 960 AD)

Song Dynasty (960 AD - 1279 AD)

Yuan Dynasty (1279 AD - 1368 AD)

Ming Dynasty (1368 AD - 1644 AD)

Qing Dynasty (1644 AD - 1912 AD)

Republic Period (1912 AD - 1949 AD)

---

Quick Biblical Timeline using Metonic Cycles:

This is just a quick overview then I go into explaining why I used the numbers which required some heavy thinking.

Adding it all together we have:

Adam Created Spring 4046 BC

-1,656 Years Adam to Noah’s Flood
-7 years Padding from Adam to Terah (Abraham’s father)
-367 Years Flood to Abraham’s Promise (292 years + Abraham being 75 years old)
-430 Years of Israel Slavery (Exodus 12:40)
-40 Years in the Wilderness
-591 Conquests/Joshua/Judges/Saul/David/ Solomon’s 3rd year (480 years + 111 years of Oppression)
-431 Years of the Kings (King Solomon’s 37 additional years to Zedekiah Last King of Judah)
-70 Years Captivity by Nebuchadnezzar
-483 Years (Daniel 7’7s, 62’7s from Jesus Death April 6, 30 AD Wednesday Julian) (Nisan 15, 3790)

Total Time Frame: 4,075 years
4,075 years from April 6, 30 AD going back 4,075 years lands us in 4046 BC. I believe if I had the Moon phase for Spring of 4046 BC I could tell you what day Adam was created exactly. It's going to be sometime March or April for this. This is about 1,488,394 days roughly.

Feel Free to check the math with this BC to AD calculator:

BC to AD Calculator

Recall that Tishri 1 in the Hebrew lunar/solar timekeeping is the year the Metonic cycle restarted which is equivalent to 10-3-2016 AD. We can detect this by simply aligning the years if they are leap years or standard years.

I have used this calendar tool for this:

Calendar Conversion Calculator

If we take March 4046 BC to October 3, 2016 AD we get 6,061 Years. Divide 19 year cycles into that number and we arrive at mankind being 319 x 19 Metonic Cycles old or 6,061 years using Bible Chronology.

Biblical Events Dated

Adam Created
Spring 4046 BC

Using the Moons Metonic Cycles from 10-3-2016 AD (Cycle resets) in reverse to Spring 4046 gives 6,061 years. 6061/19= 319 Metonic Cycles. Currently Nisan 6 (the 6th day of Creation) averages from mid March to late March using 353,354,355 day years.

The reasoning is simple, the Moon was created on day 4 and Adam day 6 therefore the Moon started at an even Metonic Cycle. Even if we use long days such as 1,000 years (A day is like a 1,000 years unto God) It would still all land on even Metonic 19 year cycles using 988 years instead which are divisible by 19 to be "like" 1,000 years.

2 Peter 3:8 But you must not forget this one thing, dear friends: A day is like a thousand years to the Lord, and a thousand years is like a day.

The only padding used in this timeline is the 1656 years to the Flood and from the Flood to Terah (Abraham's Father). To put it simply the creation year must be divisible by 19 from 10-3-2016 AD. There aren't enough events to warrant another 19 year cycle nor take away 19 as it wouldn't all fit into the timeline from Jesus death as explained at the end of the article. Padding the Flood era is commonly accepted, Kings and Judges would not require this since they are immediately replaced and have nothing to do with birth dating. For this time span only 7 years were used.

Also if the Earth radio carbon dates to millions or billions of years this doesn't make Biblical timelines impossible. The reasoning comes from my Flat Earth article in the articles section. If we do indeed live in a containment weather flat or spherical it means that whatever lives here can't escape the firmament barrier rumored to be a few thousand miles out and these beings had nothing to do with the construction. This also means that Earth was built by beings whom had materials millions or billions of years old to create the earth over this short period or long period of several thousand construction years to Adam.

Enoch Born
3421 BC

www.numberman.net/Metonic_Cycles.html
Enoch Translated

(After 365 Years)

3056 BC

The Book of Enoch was written before this time period

Noah Born

2987 BC

Noah’s Flood (385 day Year)

5-20-2387 BC Wednesday (Julian) / Iyyar 17, 1374 (Hebrew)

7 years of padding from Adam 4046 BC to Terah (Abraham’s father) so as not to pad any math related to Abraham nor the year of the Promise from Jesus death 4-6-30 AD in reverse. This is the only logical 385 day year in this time-frame.

For all the following events to take place this requires a 385 day year

Nisan 1 to Iyyar 16 = 46 days + 40 Days of Rain + 150 Days Water Covers the Earth + 149 Days Earth Dry Last Day = 385

Calendar Conversion Calculator

Genesis 8:13 By the first day of the first month (Nisan 1) of Noah’s six hundred and first year, the water had dried up from the earth.

As stated it must be a 385 day year because these events take place within one year making a 365.2442 day solar year or other Metonic Year impossible. A 385 day year is far more rare to find in the cycle of 19 years and makes this a very good candidate

There are only 7 leap years in the 19 year Metonic Cycle and 385 day years don’t occur that often. They also used a lunar system in those days as counting moon phases was easier than determining where the sun is.

Article Link on the reasoning of the 385 day year for Noah’s Flood

Abraham is born

(2,120 Years from Jesus Death)

2091 BC

-75 Years gets us to his birth in reverse from Jesus death
-430 Years of Israel Slavery (Exodus 12:40) gets us to the year of the Promise
-40 Years in the Wilderness
-591 Conquests/Joshua/Judges/Saul/David/ Solomon’s 3rd year (480 years + 111 years of Oppression)

www.numberman.net/Metonic_Cycles.html
1/8/2020

-431 Years of the Kings (King Solomon's 37 additional years to Zedekiah Last King of Judah)
-70 Years Captivity by Nebuchadnezzar
-483 Years (Daniel 7's, 62's from Jesus Death April 6, 30 AD Wednesday Julian) (Nisan 15, 3790)

---

**Metonic Moon Cycles**

www.numberman.net/Metonic_Cycles.html

---

**Abraham's Promise age 75**

2016 BC

God's promise to make his seed become a mighty nation (Gen 12:1-4)

(Abraham lives to 175 years old)

---

**Issac Born**

1991 BC

Abraham is 100 years old

---

**Issac Mocked**

1986 BC

400 Years until the Exodus

Which began when Ishmael, son of Hagar the Egyptian, mocked and persecuted Isaac, which fell out thirty years after the promise, which promise was four hundred and thirty years before the law

Exodus 12:40–41 The time that the people of Israel lived in Egypt was 430 years. At the end of 430 years, on that very day, all the hosts of the Lord went out from the land of Egypt.

2016 BC (Abraham's Promise) - 430 years = 1586 BC Exodus from Egypt

---

**Jacob (Israel) Born**

1931 BC

Issac was 60 years old when Jacob was born (Gen 25:26)

---

**Joseph (11th son of Jacob) Born**

1840 BC

Jacob was 91 years old when Joseph was born
Joseph sold into slavery by brothers age 17
1823 BC
(Gen 37:1-36)

Joseph enters the service of the Pharaoh
1810 BC
He is 30 years old at this time (Gen 41:46)

Notes from Book: Patterns of Evidence Exodus

Josephs Pharaoh was possibly King Amenemhat III Middle Kingdom 1850 BC

The Canal named “Bahr Yusef” means waterway of Joseph diverts 50% of Nile to Fayum Basin to prevent flooding and crops from not being planted developed in same time period as “Avaris” settlement “under city layer of Ramsees”

Egypt's 7 years of Plenty / 7 Years of Famine
1810 BC - 1797 BC

As foretold in Josephs Dream Interpretation to Pharaoh

1810 BC Plenty
1809 BC Plenty
1808 BC Plenty
1807 BC Plenty
1806 BC Plenty
1805 BC Plenty
1804 BC Plenty
1803 BC Famine
1802 BC Famine
1801 BC Famine
1800 BC Famine
1799 BC Famine
1798 BC Famine
1797 BC Famine
Joseph's two sons born before the year of the Famine in 1803 BC

1805 BC Plenty (Manasseh Born)
1804 BC Plenty (Ephraim Born)

Joseph confronts his brothers
1802 BC
2 years into the Famine (Gen 45:4)

Jacob Moves family to Egypt
1801 BC
Extracted from Genesis 47:7-9

Jacob Dies
(147 Years Old)
1784 BC
Extracted from Genesis 47:28

Joseph Dies
(110 Years Old)
1730 BC
Extracted from Genesis 50:26

This leaves 215 years for Israel to grow into a large population from 1801 BC when Jacob moves his family to Egypt to the Exodus in 1586 BC

Growth rate Calculator:
(use 215 years for the time)

Growth Rate Calculator Link
Moses Born
1666 BC
(80 years before the Exodus)

The First Passover
4-10-1586 BC Friday (Julian)
Nisan 14, 2175 (Hebrew)

The Exodus from Egypt
4-11-1586 BC Saturday (Julian)
Nisan 15, 2175 (Hebrew)

Notes from Book: Patterns of Evidence Exodus
I enjoyed this book and movie which the author determined that:

A Berlin Pedestal names “Israel” as enemy of Egypt during reign of Amenhotep III around 1360 BC making an Exodus having to occur before this time period.

Inscription “Yahweh” as God of Israel “Singular” Egyptian Hieroglyphics dated around 1390 BC making an Exodus having to occur before this time period.

- + 40 Years in the Wilderness in reverse from Jesus death
- + 591 Conquests/Joshua/Judges/Saul/David/ Solomon's 3rd year (480 + 111 Years of Oppression)
- + 431 Years of the Kings which includes Solomon's additional 37 years of his 40 year reign
- + 70 Years Captivity by Nebuchadnezzar
- + 483 Years (Daniel 7'7's, 62'7's from Jesus Death April 6, 30 AD Julian)

There were 7 Encampments prior to the Red Sea Encampment

Succoth, Etham Pi-hahiroth, Migdol, Hahiroth, Marah (3 Day Journey to Marah) Numbers 33:8, Elim, and the Red Sea

I guessed about 274 Miles to the Red Sea Crossing using Google maps to the beach in the Gulf of Aqaba which is the right branch of the Red Sea using the research of Ron Wyatt. They were headed to Jabal al-Lawz (The true Mount Sinai) on the other side of the Red Sea in the Gulf of Aqaba.
They had to leave in haste, hence the 7 days of Unleavened Bread. Did they leave in haste because this was a Sabbath day? They broke the Sabbath for years as Egyptian slaves and God doesn't give them the Sabbath command until 59 days later at Mount Sinai.

Exodus 12:29 At midnight the Lord struck down all the firstborn in Egypt, from the firstborn of Pharaoh, who sat on the throne, to the firstborn of the prisoner, who was in the dungeon, and the firstborn of all the livestock as well.

Exodus 12:31 During the night Pharaoh summoned Moses and Aaron and said, "Up! Leave my people, you and the Israelite's! Go, worship the Lord as you have requested. Take your flocks and herds, as you have said, and go. And also bless me."

Exodus 12:42 Because the Lord kept vigil that night to bring them out of Egypt, on this night all the Israelite's are to keep vigil to honor the Lord for the generations to come.

Numbers 33:3 The Israelite's set out from Rameses on the fifteenth day of the first month, the day after the Passover. They marched out defiantly in full view of all the Egyptians, who were burying all their firstborn, whom the Lord had struck down among them; for the Lord had brought judgment on their gods.

Jewish Days begin at sunset

Nisan 14, 2175 was a Friday - by sundown it would be Saturday Nisan 15, 2175 so was Nisan 14 actually Thursday Night to Friday Night with the Exodus occurring Saturday at night after midnight sometime on Nisan 15

6:18 PM to 6:24 PM range would be the sunset range in the Exodus area that time of year

Deuteronomy 16:1 Observe the month of Aviv and celebrate the Passover of the Lord your God, because in the month of Aviv he brought you out of Egypt by night.

Exodus 12:22 And ye shall take a bunch of hyssop, and dip it in the blood that is in the bason, and strike the lintel and the two side posts with the blood that is in the bason; and none of you shall go out at the door of his house until the morning.

EXODUS 12:8 "That same night they are to eat the meat roasted over the fire, along with bitter herbs, and bread made without yeast. Do not eat the meat raw or cooked in water, but roast it over the fire—head, legs and inner parts. Do not leave any of it till morning; if some is left till morning, you must burn it. This is how you are to eat it: with your cloak tucked into your belt, your sandals on your feet and your staff in your hand. Eat it in haste; it is the LORD's Passover. On that same night I will pass through Egypt and strike down every firstborn—both men and animals—and I will bring judgment on all the gods of Egypt. I am the LORD."

This to me says they left shortly after midnight because Deuteronomy 16:1 says "he brought you out of Egypt by night" and Numbers 33:3 "The Israelite's set out from Rameses on the fifteenth day of the first month, the day after the Passover" which would be that very night since Nisan 15 would occur after sunset of Nisan 14. If you waited to leave at night again it would be Nisan 16. They also ate in haste meaning they would need to be ready fast after the meal.

Genesis 1:5 God called the light "day," and the darkness he called "night." And there was evening, and there was morning—the first day.

This appears to imply a day = evening and night = morning since it's in the same order in the verse. In Exodus 12:22 we read "and none of you shall go out at the door of his house until the morning." and again in Deuteronomy 16:1 we read "because in the month of Aviv he brought you out of Egypt by night." so they did exactly what they were told.

There were 5 Encampments after the Red Sea Crossing to Mount Sinai

Wilderness of Sin, Dophkah, Alush, Rephidim, Wilderness of Sinai

Verbal 10 Commandments Given by God on Friday

Friday 6-12-1586 BC (Julian) / Hebrew date (Sivan 18, 2175)
Exodus 19:1 In the third month, when the children of Israel were gone forth out of the land of Egypt, the same day came they into the wilderness of Sinai.

Exodus 19:11 And be ready against the third day: for the third day the LORD will come down in the sight of all the people upon mount Sinai.

The Exodus was on 4-11-1586 BC Saturday (Julian)

If we take Nisan 15, 2175 (4-11-1586 BC) to Sivan 15, 2175 (6-9-1586 BC Tuesday) we arrive at the day they came to Mount Sinai.

Total travel time according to this calculator was 59 days (4-11-1586 BC to June 9, 1586 BC) = 59 days

BC to AD Calculator

The 10 Commandments were given by God verbally on Friday 6-12-1586 BC (Julian) (Sivan 18, 2175) in the morning hours.

Recall these months have this many days

Nisan = 30
Iyyar = 29
Sivan = 30

End of the Wilderness of 40 Years

1546 BC

Exodus to Wilderness End = 40 years
4-20-1546 BC Tuesday / Nisan 15, 2215

Conquests Begin Lasting 5 Years

1546 BC to 1541 BC

Jericho dated to 1580 BC by Kathleen Kenyan

(1546 BC time frame would be my date after the 40 years in the Wilderness when Joshua led the conquests, making my time period merely off by 34 years compared to an archaeological guess)

Calculating Joshua's Age

(Israel's Leader after Moses Dies)

Moses young assistant was named Joshua who later took over as leader of the Israelite's when Moses passes away. It only however gives his age when he passes away so we have to use other scriptures to keep the timeline moving with events to get to certain key dates.

He leads the conquests to take the promised land from the current inhabitants.
Moses sends spies into Canaan at the start of the 40 years in the Wilderness (Numbers 13:1-33), and only two people Joshua and Caleb didn’t complain about being able to overcome them (Numbers 14:6-9).

God is angry and swears that only these 2 will live to cross over into the land

**Numbers 14:28** Say unto them, *As truly as I live, saith the LORD, as ye have spoken in mine ears, so will I do to you:*

**Numbers 14:30** Your carcasses shall fall in this wilderness; and all that were numbered of you, according to your whole number, from twenty years old and upward, which have murmured against me,

**Numbers 14:31** Doubtless ye shall not come into the land, *concerning* which I sware to make you dwell therein, save Caleb the son of Jephunneh, and Joshua the son of Nun.

**Caleb wants his Plunder**

Now there is a verse after the conquests are over where Caleb wants his plunder.

**Joshua 14:10** Now, as you can see, the LORD has kept me alive and well as he promised for all these forty-five years since Moses made this promise—even while Israel wandered in the wilderness. Today I am eighty-five years old.

This verse gives us a period of 5 years for the conquests since we know they wondered for 40 years and he says 45 years have passed giving us the year **1541 BC for the completion of the conquests.**

We know Moses lead them out of Egypt when he was 80 years old. (Exodus 7:7) and sent spies within this same year they arrived at Mount Sinai.

If Caleb (Age 85) gets his plunder in 1541 BC that is 45 years from time Spies went out in Canaan.

You are considered military age at 20 due to all warriors age 20 were added to the census

**Numbers 1:18** and they assembled the whole community of Israel on that very day [fn] All the people were registered according to their ancestry by their clans and families. The men of Israel who were **twenty years old or older were listed one by one.**

With Moses being 80 and Joshua is a “Young Aid” we can safely assume he has to be younger than Age 20 since you are considered military age. We still to this day don’t even let people drink alcohol until they are 21.

Moses dies at age 120 so if we make Joshua age 18 as a young assistant you will see the math works out perfectly below for determining the symbolic 480 years to the temple construction.

Joshua is age 18 at time of Exodus on **4-11-1586 BC Saturday**

Therefore take his age of 18 + 40 years in the wilderness + 5 years of conquists and we subtract 110 years from this giving the age he lives after the conquests

18 + 40 + 5 – 110 years of old age = 47 years old past the conquests and before there were any Judges in Israel.

**Joshua 24:29** After this, **Joshua son of Nun, the servant of the LORD, died at the age of 110.**

---

**Counting the time to get to “480” Years**

**1 Kings 6:1** And it came to pass in the **four hundred and eighetieth year** after the children of Israel were come out of the land of Egypt, in the fourth year of Solomon’s reign over Israel, in the month Zif, which is the second month, that he began to build the house of the LORD.

The problem with 480 literal years is that all the events don’t fit within 480 years. Thus we use symbolism for “coming out of the land of Egypt and subtracting when Israel was oppressed. The Bible gives us these actual years these oppression's lasted which was 111 years in the Book of Judges.

They were also punished in the Wilderness for not having “Come out of Egypt” due to the Golden Calf worship and the complaining. It’s fair to say 40 years in the Wilderness is very similar in the way Oppression is used to subtract time from the 480 years.
All events have years so we can add them up in scripture, the only mystery however is the age of Joshua who was Moses young assistant and we have to establish his age because it doesn't mention what age he becomes the assistant but gives the age he lives to. Joshua becomes the leader after Moses dies and conquers the promised land.

Other unknowns which had to be figured out was the time that Samuel was both priest and judge in the Book of Judges. There was also a Dark Period which has no time associated with it. Regardless how I distributed these 2 pieces it still has to fit within the time frame when every other year for events are given.

430 Years of events occur from Judges 3:8 to 1 Samuel 4:18

In the Book of Judges there are exactly 111 Years of Oppression. The 430 Includes both Philistine Oppression's 40 and 18 Years and removes Samson 20 years because his Judging Israel overlaps with the 40 year Oppression.

Some consider the two periods of Philistine Oppression to be overlap, however it makes no sense to say they were oppressed for 18 years prior to the 40 when there are Ibsan, Elon, and Abdon whom Judge Israel for a period of 25 years combined before the next 40 year Philistine Oppression. I further explain this argument further down as well.

1 Kings 6:1 And it came to pass in the four hundred and eightieth year after the children of Israel were come out of the land of Egypt, in the fourth year of Solomon's reign over Israel, in the month Zif, which is the second month, that he began to build the house of the LORD.

"480" + 111 (Oppression) = 591 Actual Years

371 Actual Years occur from Judges 3:8 to 11:26

This shows us that subtracting oppression was used in scripture

Judges 11:26 - While Israel dwelt in Heshbon and her towns, and in Aroer and her towns, and in all the cities that be along by the coasts of Amon, three hundred years? why therefore did ye not recover them within that time? (This makes no mention of the wilderness of 40 years being part of the 300 years)

The Conquests: 5 years

Joshua's Old Age: 47 years (I explain how I came to this number in research above)

The Judges are:

Othniel - 40 Years - Judges 3:11
Ehud - 80 Years - Judges 3:30
Shamgar - Part of the 80 Years of Ehud (Reasoning is 80 years plus Ehud's age would be impossible to be alive for the entire 80 years and this is the only Judge with no number of years) - Judges 3:30-31
Deborah - 40 Years - Judges 5:31
Gideon 40 Years - Judges 8:28
Abimelech - 3 Years - Judges 9:22
Tola - 23 Years - Judges 10:2
Jair - 22 Years - Judges 10:3

Total of 248 years of Judging (40+80+40+40+3+23+22)

Grand Total: 5 + 47 + 248 = 300 years not including the 71 years of oppression below which is explained.
Oppression and scriptures for this same time period:

King of Mesopotamia Cushan-rishathaim (Oppresses Israel 8 Years) Judges 3:8
King of Moab – Eglon (Oppresses Israel 18 Years) Judges 3:14
Jabin / Sisera King of Canaan (Oppresses Israel 20 Years) Judges 4:3
Mideon (Oppresses Israel 7 Years) Judges 6:1
Philistines and Ammonites (Oppresses Israel 18 Years) Judges 10:6-8

Total oppression 71 years

300 + 71 years = 371 years of events occur from “Judges 3:8 to 11:26” time period

Subtracting 71 years of Oppression from this time span 8 + 18 + 20 + 7 + 18 gives us 300 years to match Judges 11:26 which says only 300 years passed.

This shows that oppression was indeed removed from calculating “when Israel left Egypt for the 480”

This leaves 220 actual years (Including the Philistine Oppression of 40 years)

for the remaining span in the Book of Judges (591 years - 371 = 220)

+ 6 years Jephthah (He’s the Judge that explains 300 years had passed at the start of his judgeship, thus he’s not included in above calculation) - Judges 11:26 and Judges 12:7
+ 7 years Ibsan - Judges 12:9
+ 10 years Elon - Judges 12:11
+ 8 years Abdon - Judges 12:13
+ 40 years Philistines Oppression - Judges 13:1 “Again the Israelite’s did evil in the eyes of the Lord, so the Lord delivered them into the hands of the Philistines for forty years.” (Again is used here indicating a separate Philistines Oppression from the 18 Year previous one. We can also argue here that Samson uses 20 Years of the following 40 Year oppression which only leaves 20 years. If we add the previous Judges timelines of 6 + 7 + 10 + 8 we get 31 years not 20)
- Samson Judges 15:20 and Judges 16:30-31 (Samson was a Judge during the last half of the Philistines 40 year oppression, so we don’t count his timeline of 20 years)
+ 3 Years Dark period Judges 17:6 (Guessed, but regardless this has to fit within the 591 actual years)
+ 40 years Eli (Died at 98 Years Old) 1 Samuel 4:14-18
+ 51 for Samuel’s non overlapping years (Guessed, but regardless this has to fit within the 591 actual years)
(Samuel’s old age as read in 1 Samuel 12:1-1-2; 1 Samuel 25:1; 1 Samuel 28:3 overlaps 15 years with Eli and 12 years with Saul. The overlap with Eli is guessed but as mentioned must fit within the 591 years. As we read the verses in the Book of Samuel we see Saul commits suicide shortly after Samuel dies making 12 years of overlap highly likely. This gives Samuel an old age of 78 which would make him old and grey headed as stated in the scripture)
+ 12 years Saul (Paul gives 40 years in the New Testament however the actual year is missing from ancient manuscripts being damaged. Scholars disagree that he ruled 40 years and closer to 12 since also the second number reveals a 2 not a 0 making 40 unlikely)
+ 40 years David
+ 3 year Solomon (So we only count 3 here because the scripture says in the 4th year of Solomon’s reign)
Metonic Moon Cycles

For total of 220 Years – (Samson Judges for 20 years during half of the 40 years of oppression) making 220 years to be part of the 480 +111 for 591 actual years.

Let's add it all up:

\[ 371 + 220 = 591 \text{ Total Years (480 + 111)} \]

---

**King Saul's 12 year Reign Begins**

1010 BC

[How many years did King Saul actually rule - External Article Link]

---

**King David's 40 year Reign Begins**

998 BC

---

**Solomon's 40 year Reign Begins**

958 BC

394 Years of Kings plus Solomon's additional 40 years (434 Years) to get to Solomon's 1st Year

70 Years Captivity

Daniels 62-7s and 7-7s 483 Years

From Jesus Death 4-6-30 AD in reverse

Total Years = 987

---

**Solomon's Temple Construction Begins in his 4th year**

955 BC but before 954 BC is Completed

For finding when Solomon begins construction of the first Temple we add all these events

394 Years of Kings Rehoboam to Zedekiah plus Solomon's additional 37 out of 40 years (431 Years) to get to Solomon's 4th year

70 Years Captivity

www.numberman.net/Metonic_Cycles.html
Daniels 62-7s and 7-7s 483 Years
From Jesus Death 4-6-30 AD in reverse

Total 984 Years

The Temple took 7 years to compete and Solomon’s house took an additional 13 years

1 Kings 6:37 In the fourth year was the foundation of the house of the LORD laid, in the month Zif:

1 Kings 6:38 And in the eleventh year, in the month Bul, which is the eighth month, was the house finished throughout all the parts thereof, and according to all the fashion of it. So was he seven years in building it.

1 Kings 7:1 But Solomon was building his own house thirteen years, and he finished all his house.

1 Kings 9:10 And it came to pass at the end of twenty years, when Solomon had built the two houses, the house of the LORD, and the king’s house.

First Temple Dedicated 9-14-934 BC Thursday (Tishri 1, 2828)
(20 years construction starting from his 4th year)

1 Kings 8:1 At that time Solomon assembled before him in Jerusalem the elders of Israel—all the tribal heads and family leaders of the Israelite’s—to bring up the ark of the covenant of the LORD from Zion, the City of David.

1 Kings 8:2 And all the men of Israel came together to King Solomon at the feast in the seventh month, the month of Ethanim.

They feasted for 14 days being sent away on 9-28-934 BC Thursday (Julian)
(Tishri 15, 2828) (Hebrew)

1 Kings 8:66 On the fifteenth day Solomon sent the people away. So they blessed the king and went home, joyful and glad in heart for all the good things that the LORD had done for His servant David and for His people Israel.

Solomon’s Reign Ends
918 BC

Kings of Judah
918 BC to 524 BC
(394 years)

King Rehoboam of Judah to Zedekiah Last King of Judah

King Rehoboam of Judah Reigns 17 Years - (1 Kings 14:21)
King Abijah of Judah Reigns 3 Years - (1 Kings 15:2)
King Asa of Judah Reigns 41 years - (1 Kings 15:10) (Elijah Timeline 857 BC Era)

King Jehoshaphat of Judah Reigns 25 years - (1 Kings 22:42) (Elijah to Heaven Timeline)

King Jehoram of Judah Reigns 8 years - (2 Kings 8:17)

King Ahaziah of Judah Reigns 1 Year - (2 Kings 8:26)

King Athaliah of Judah Reigns 6 Years - (2 Kings 11:3) (Revolt Here in 7th year)

King Joash of Judah Reigns 40 Years - (2 Kings 12:1)

King Amaziah of Judah Reigns 29 Years - (2 Kings 14:2)

King Uzziah of Judah Reigns 52 Years - (2 Chronicles 26:3)

King Jotham of Judah Reigns for 16 Years - (2 Kings 15:33)

King Ahaz of Judah Reigns 16 Years - (2 Kings 16:2)

King Hezekiah of Judah Reigns 29 Years - (2 Kings 18:2)

King Manasseh of Judah Reigns 55 Years - (2 Kings 21:1)

King Amon of Judah Reigns 2 Years - (2 Kings 21:19)

King Josiah of Judah Reigns 31 Years - (2 Kings 22:1)

King Jehoahaz of Judah Reigns 3 Months - (2 Kings 23:31)

King Jehoiakim of Judah Reigns 11 Years - (2 Kings 23:36)

King Jehoiachin of Judah Reigns 3 months + 10 days - (2 Kings 24:8)

King Zedekiah Last King of Judah Reigns 11 years - (2 Kings 24:18)

**TOTAL 394 Years** using 1 year for 2 short length Kings whom reigned only 3 months each

---

**Solomon's Temple Destroyed**

July 21, 524 BC Monday / AV 9, 3237(Hebrew)

---

**Nebuchadnezzar enslaves the Jews for 70 years until 454 BC**

*Jeremiah 29:10* This is what the Lord says: “When seventy years are completed for Babylon, I will come to you and fulfill my good promise to bring you back to this place.

---

**Decree to rebuild Jerusalem**

454 BC

Simply subtract 483 years from Jesus death April 6, 30 AD

April 6, 454 BC (Decree) to April 6, 30 AD (Jesus Death) = 176,416 days or 483 years
Daniel 9:25 Now listen and understand! Seven sets of seven plus sixty-two sets of seven will pass from the time the command is given to rebuild Jerusalem until a ruler—the Anointed One comes. Jerusalem will be rebuilt with streets and strong defenses, despite the perilous times.

Daniels 7-7s and 62-7s (483 years)

Jesus Birth, Anointment, Death, and Ascension dating:

There are a plethora of web sites that agree on this date because of several factors have to line up such as Herod the Greats ruling timeline, The High Priesthood of Caiaphas, The Governorship of Pontius Pilate, After "the Fifteenth Year of Tiberius Caesar", the earthquake that occurred and so forth to narrow down the date.

Daniel 9:24 A period of seventy sets of seven has been decreed for your people and your holy city to finish their rebellion, to put an end to their sin, to atone for their guilt, to bring in everlasting righteousness, to confirm the prophetic vision, and to anoint the Most Holy Place.

Daniel 9:25 Now listen and understand! Seven sets of seven plus sixty-two sets of seven will pass from the time the command is given to rebuild Jerusalem until a ruler—the Anointed One comes. Jerusalem will be rebuilt with streets and strong defenses, despite the perilous times.

Daniel 9:26 After this period of sixty-two sets of seven, the Anointed One will be killed, appearing to have accomplished nothing, and a ruler will arise whose armies will destroy the city and the Temple. The end will come with a flood, and war and its miseries are decreed from that time to the very end.

Daniel 9:24 "and to anoint the Most Holy Place" - Ron Wyatt claims Jesus blood is on the Ark of the Covenants Mercy Seat which is the Most Holy Place where blood was placed for forgiveness of Sin.

Reading his account we see that the rocks that were rent from the earthquake which allowed his blood to flow merely 20 feet below the site where he died and his blood poured onto the Mercy Seat fulfilling this prophecy. The Ark of the Covenant was hidden in an underground cavern in the very spot years prior to Nebuchadnezzar destroying Jerusalem.

Science claims that an earthquake did occur sometime between the years 26 and 36 AD reading this NBC News

NBC News Article on Earthquake in Jesus time period

Matthew 27:51 At that moment the curtain of the temple was torn in two from top to bottom. The earth shook, the rocks split.

The world will be shown this coming soon, but blessed are those who believed but did not see as stated in scripture.

This gives us the time line of when Jesus would come and complete this prophecy 7 periods of 7 = 49 years and 62 periods of 7s = 424 years for a total of 483 years

The exact dates are speculation using the numbers related to 1111 except for this death which is a widely accepted date and works out with the math of Daniels 62 7's and 77's

John the Baptist was six months older than Jesus Christ. (Luke 1: 26, 36) Simply add six months, May, June July, August, September and October which gives us October.

Jesus Birth Most likely October of 5 BC (Julian) Herod died around 3-13-4 BC around a Lunar Eclipse ordering death of infants 2 years or younger placing Jesus into this time frame.
Jesus Birth Friday October 20, 5 BC (this would have him lived 12,221 days or 1111x11 just a guess however it gives up the right age in years and the month so this could be the date we are looking for)

Herod Dies 3-13-4 BC (Count in reverse for BC dating) – Using the birth date of Jesus this results in Jesus being 144 days old or about half a year when Herod died if the secular data is correct on this King.

Jesus Baptism (Anointment)

We know he ministered for about 3 years because it says he began around the age of 30. If we reverse 1,111 days (3 years + 15 days) from April 6, 30 AD we arrive at March 22, 27 AD (3-22) which was only 18 days until Nisan 14, 3787 (Hebrew dating) making a baptism highly likely because it wouldn’t have been too cold being in the Spring.

Passovers celebrated after his Anointment (Baptism)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 20, 27 AD</td>
<td>(Nisan 14, 3787)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 29, 28 AD</td>
<td>(Nisan 14, 3788)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 16, 29 AD</td>
<td>(Nisan 14, 3789)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 5, 30 AD</td>
<td>(Nisan 14, 3790)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jesus Death (Using Daniel Prophecy of 70’ 7s) = April 6, 30 AD Julian (Thursday) (Nisan 15, 3790)

Dead in the grave for 3 days, using the following we see he was most likely already resurrected Saturday Eve or earlier Sunday morning as they arrived Sunday AM and he was already gone.

Mark 16:1-7 Saturday evening, when the Sabbath ended, Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother of James, and Salome went out and purchased burial spices so they could anoint Jesus’ body. Very early on Sunday morning, just at sunrise, they went to the tomb. On the way they were asking each other, “Who will roll away the stone for us from the entrance to the tomb?” But as they arrived, they looked up and saw that the stone, which was very large, had already been rolled aside. When they entered the tomb, they saw a young man clothed in a white robe sitting on the right side. The women were shocked, but the angel said, “Don’t be alarmed. You are looking for Jesus of Nazareth, who was crucified. He isn’t here! He is risen from the dead! Look, this is where they laid his body. Now go and tell his disciples, including Peter, that Jesus is going ahead of you to Galilee. You will see him there, just as he told you before he died.”

April 05, 30 AD = Nisan 14 Passover

Dying on Thursday is Still 3 days in the grave even if it was for a couple hours since the Bible never says 3 full days.

Jesus Ascension
Acts 1:3 After his suffering, he presented himself to them and gave many convincing proofs that he was alive. He appeared to them over a period of forty days and spoke about the kingdom of God.

Adding 40 days for his accession from 4-9-30 AD would give us 5-19-30 AD (Julian). It's interesting the Flood date is 5-20-2387 BC

It's Currently Day "12" in Creationism

2 Peter 3:8 says a day is "like" 1,000 years to God

Like isn't 1,000 exactly, so I used Metonic Moon Cycles of 19 year cycles to try 1007 or 988 years for a day which are as close to 1,000 as you can get but divisible by 19.

Another point is the sun and moon are created on day 4 so using literal days makes no sense here.

Also from Genesis 2:16 - and the Lord God commanded the man, saying, "Of every tree of the garden you may freely eat; but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the day that you eat of it you shall surely die."

Adam didn't die in a literal day, he lived to be 930 years old have children and so forth also indicating a day to God is 988 years or 1007 which are divisible by 19.

Genesis 5:27 Altogether, Methuselah lived a total of 969 years, and then he died.

I find it very interesting that the oldest living man in the Bible was 969 years old. If we take 988 years - 969 we get 19 years which makes him die the equivalent time of a Metonic Cycle since a day to God is likely 988 years.

Using 988 (52 x 19) years

Day 1 - 8986 BC Metonic Cycle 0
Day 2 - 7998 BC Metonic Cycle 52
Day 3 - 7010 BC Metonic Cycle 104
Day 4 - 6022 BC Metonic Cycle 156
Day 5 - 5034 BC Metonic Cycle 208
Day 6 - 4046 BC Metonic Cycle 260 (Adam Created)
Day 7 - 3058 BC Metonic Cycle 312
Day 8 - 2070 BC Metonic Cycle 364
Day 9 - 1082 BC Metonic Cycle 416
Day 10 - 94 BC Metonic Cycle 468
Day 11 - 894 AD Metonic Cycle 520
Day 12 - 1882 AD Metonic Cycle 572

It's currently Metonic Cycle 580 of Day 12 in Creationism which began October 3, 2016 AD (Tishri 1, 5777)

Summary: If we use this math then its Day 12 according to the Bible and the New World Order would begin starting on 2-6-2022.

This makes Earth 11,008 years old in creationism going to the year 2022 AD (Devils New World order) and adding 1,335 Days from the Book of Daniel will give us the year 2025 AD or 11,010 Years from creation. Nobody knows the Day of the Lord, but the 1,335 starting point can be figured since the scripture below says "the Devil knows he has little time" and would be told what day to begin this.

Number 12 is significant in the Bible LINK
Revelation 12:12 Therefore, rejoice, O heavens! And you who live in the heavens, rejoice! But terror will come on the earth and the sea, for the devil has come down to you in great anger, knowing that he has little time."

"knowing that he has little time." this confirms that the Devil (Satans plural from my articles) was told what day to use because it says the Devil knoweth. I came up with 2-6-2022 for this. The 1,335 days from the book of Daniel would then come and be followed by Gods wrath with Trumpets, Bowls and Scrolls.

This concludes this article. I didn't create it to be just another person that throws his hat into dating Biblical events or gives a window of time. I set out to really dig into it and be highly accurate with my reasoning. Hope you enjoyed it.